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In Him,

Tanya Aderman

My last few months in the States flew by.  Between finishing up services

and meetings, visiting family to say goodbyes, and ending my time at our

General Council for the Assemblies of God in Orlando, Florida, I

honestly didn't have much free time to just be and dream about what

this next season in Cambodia will look like.

However, I am now currently on day 11 of a (hopefully only) 14 day

government-mandated quarantine back in Cambodia.  After packing

and repacking another 4 years worth of belongings, delayed airlines

making me nearly miss my connecting flight, and a little more than 24

hours of travel, just like that, I am back in Cambodia.  I must say it is a

bit weird to see Cambodia out my window, but not really be "in" it.  I am

very much looking forward to getting out, eating some somlah m'jew

kroung, and giving lots of hugs.  But for the last 11 days I have had

nothing but time, by myself, with Jesus.  I am not quite ready to film an

episode of "Alone" Cambodian quarantine edition, although I am close,

but my heart and thoughts in the silence and solitude have been turned

toward Jesus' plans for these next 4 years.  

The only word I have to explain my current posture before the Lord is

expectant.  I have lots of thoughts about what these next 4 years might

involve, but I do not have much clarity yet on the "how".  Would you pray

with me as I continue to abide, and listen to the leading of the Holy

Spirit, as He unfolds the manner in which I get to partner with Him in His

Kingdom work over the next days, months and years in the Kingdom of

Cambodia.  I can't wait to hear what the Spirit of the Lord is saying!
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